Fast Start Agenda

OPTIMIZING DATA PROTECTION
Time

Agenda

Agenda overview

8:30 a.m.

Virtual platform—Sign in and Tech Check

8:45 a.m.

Welcome/Customer overview—Current business
and IT strategy and challenges

9:00 a.m.

Accelerate your digital transformation from
edge-to-cloud

9:15 a.m.

HPE Data Protection Portfolio

The threat and risk of data loss is growing in both variety and
volume. Ensuring data protection for a mix of hybrid infrastructure
is critical to powering new and legacy applications and workloads.
Companies need to work to protect data across all consumption
models.
Options for additional sessions
• HPE Pointnext Cyber Security Assessment Solution

10:00 a.m.

Break

10:15 a.m.

HPE Data Protection expanded through
partnerships

11:00 a.m.

Wrap up/feedback

11:15 a.m.

Adjourn

• Financial flexibility to keep your operations moving forward
Your briefing includes
• Customized discussions based on your key business initiatives
• Tailored experiences and demonstrations
• Engaging dialogue with global subject matter experts

AGENDA DESCRIPTION

Ensuring data protection for a mix of hybrid infrastructure
Topic

Description

Duration

Accelerate Your Digital
Transformation from
edge-to-cloud

In this session you will learn about HPE’s perspective on the ever-changing digital transformation landscape, and how
HPE is uniquely positioned to enable you to accelerate what’s next for your enterprise.

15–30 mins

HPE Data Protection
Portfolio

Provides an overview of the HPE Data Protection Portfolio, its key attributes, and how to position different solutions for
different use cases.

30–45
mins

HPE Data Protection
expanded through
partnerships

A deeper dive into the partnerships HPE has built to expand on data protection through HPE StoreOnce, RMC, Cloud Bank,
HPE Cloud Volumes, GDPR, Veeam, etc.

30–45
mins

HPE Pointnext Cyber
Security Assessment
Solution

Learn how HPE Pointnext Services Security Services can protect your digital enterprise from cybersecurity threats and
attacks while improving GDPR compliance.

30 mins

This session details how HPEFS is helping customers to address economic challenges.
It will touch on the below topics:
Financial flexibility to keep
your operations moving
forward

• Payment deferrals/2020 relief program
• Accelerated migration/tech buyback

30 mins

• Extended deployment
• Certified Preowned tech/rentals

Contact your HPE Account Representative to request your briefing.
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